
   
 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ October 2016 World Economy  Merrill Lynch quantitative analysis shows that global growth is slowly picking up and global equities, including Emerging Markets, are attractively positioned. The Markit Flash US manufacturing purchasing managers’ index rose from a three-month low of 51.5 in September to 53.2 in October, indicating there is an upturn in overall business conditions. In the third quarter of 2016, US GDP grew by a much improved 2.9% quarter -on-quarter, annualised, above market expectations. Global equities are likely to struggle in the short-term, as investors discount a more aggressive path for Fed tightening. An official survey showed that China’s manufacturing sector expanded at a faster pace than expected. China’s October purchasing managers’ index (PMI) coming in at 51.2 points, beating an expected 50.4 points. OPEC agreed on a long-term strategy that was an indication the cartel was reaching a consensus on managing production.   SA Economy  The government’s GDP growth forecast has been revised down, once-again from an estimate of 0.9% to a mere 0.5% for 2016. Total government revenue for the 2016/2017 tax year has been revised down by a massive R23bn. The Minister indicated that taxes are going to increase sharply and aims to collect an additional R28 billion in tax during the 2017/2018 tax year. South Africa’s trade balance swung to an unexpected surplus of R6.7 billion ($495 million) in September, from a revised R8.9 billion shortfall in August, data from the revenue agency showed.   The strong rand in 2016 has hurt many of the offshore-oriented shares that trade on the JSE, such as British American Tobacco (-9.6% in rands so far in 2016, excluding dividends), Richemont (-20.7%), Sasol (-10.7%) and MTN (-14.7%). Since the 11th of January, when the rand hit 16.97 to the dollar, the rand has gained +18.7% against the US dollar, assisted by the National Prosecuting Agency’s withdrawal of its charge against minister Gordhan.   Implications and Opportunities   With the US economy improving, the FED will most likely hike rates in December  

 The US elections will have an influence on world markets, good or bad. 
 The SA political shenanigans have a direct influence on the local markets and 

exchange rate.  
““You don’t know what you don’t know, and it’s what you don’t know that can lead to wasted resources and disappointing outcomes.”   - Russell Sarder    
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